Introduction {#s1}
============

In an environment filled with various stimuli, the positive experiences an animal remembers are widely assumed to be rewarding and salient. Long-term associative memories in particular are supposed to reflect the intensity of past responses to rewards. The experiences we remember, however, are not always those we expect to remember. How immediate reward perceptions influence future actions is therefore of wide interest.

Among various positive rewards, food, and in particular sweet food, has been most revealing since it is a source of both pleasure (immediate value) and nutrition (long-term value). Food is also a complex reward. Having evolved in distinct ecological niches, different species of *Drosophila* display distinct food preferences and discriminate between potential sources of nutrition ([@bib18]). For example, while some species of *Drosophila* prefer rotting fruits, others prefer mushrooms, cacti, or hibiscus flowers ([@bib43]). Identifying and remembering relevant food, therefore, is essential for survival. Moreover, food is often not a single substance but a mixture of various compounds, and not all are equally rewarding: rotting fruits contain various sugars, alcohols, and acids that produce varying responses ([@bib73]; [@bib12]). Food in natural contexts is also always part of an environment filled with other features, including predators, and therefore quick evaluation of potential food sources requires simultaneous processing of multiple stimuli. Finally, the attraction to food, and memories of it, are influenced by the internal state of the organism, such as whether the animal is hungry or satiated ([@bib16]; [@bib38]; [@bib65]; [@bib18]). It is therefore likely that contingent on their internal state, animals use certain components of food sources to quickly recognize those that are appropriate for feeding and, if worthwhile, to form memories of these sources for future visits. How these different aspects of food very quickly generate appropriate memories that guide future food-seeking behavior, however, remains unclear.

One possibility is that whatever components of food are most salient for long-term behavior are the same features that animals find immediately rewarding. This would predict that the more appealing (or palatable) a sugar is, the better it will be remembered. Another possibility is that certain components of food can reinforce memory relatively independent of the food's immediate appeal, because they indicate specific attributes of the food (e.g. nutritional content) that are of long-term relevance. In a complex environment, where an animal needs to process multiple stimuli simultaneously, such processing may ensure that regardless of the immediate response, stimuli of long-term relevance will be remembered.

In the course of exploring both the immediate appeal of various natural sugars and their ability to generate long-term associative memories, we serendipitously discovered that these two processes are separable. A specific illustration of this phenomenon is seen with the two chemically similar sugars, D- and L-arabinose: flies greatly prefer D-arabinose to L-arabinose, but better remember an odor paired with L-arabinose than with D-arabinose. We have also begun to explore how an animal assesses whether an experience that is rewarding in the moment is also of long-term relevance. Many studies have characterized higher order systems, particularly the neuromodulatory systems such as dopaminergic ([@bib56]; [@bib32]; [@bib7]; [@bib41]; [@bib72]; [@bib49]), octopaminergic ([@bib9]; [@bib56]), neuropeptide F ([@bib38]) and mushroom body neurons ([@bib3]; [@bib37]; [@bib66]) underlying long-term sugar reward memory in *Drosophila.* How various sugars differentially engage the higher order reward system, however, remains unclear. We find that D- and L-arabinose differentially activate the same peripheral Gr43a-expressing neurons, and that activating Gr43a in some but not all manners can substitute for the sugar reward, indicating that sensory neurons can at least partially mediate this discrimination process. However, the exact mechanism by which these sensory neurons communicate the relevant features of L-arabinose to higher order systems remains unclear at this stage.

Results {#s2}
=======

*Drosophila melanogaster* prefers D-arabinose but more reliably forms long-term memories of odors paired with L-arabinose {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore how animals evaluate salient features of food, we used an associative-appetitive memory paradigm (henceforth referred to as the 'memory paradigm') with *Drosophila melanogaster* that approximates food-seeking behavior ([@bib16]; [@bib39]; [@bib62]). In this paradigm, hungry flies are trained for 2 min to associate an odor with a rewarding sweet sugar; trained flies subsequently seek out the sugar-associated odor for several days afterwards, indicating that they have formed an associative memory ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We have used this paradigm for three reasons: one, it is an ethologically relevant behavior; two, both the internal state (hunger) of the fly and characteristics of the sugar dictate the duration of memory ([@bib10]; [@bib26]; [@bib16]); and three, salient features of the sugar are evaluated rapidly within the 2-min training as reported by others ([@bib10]) and similarly confirmed by us ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1A and B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.22283.003Figure 1.Flies' immediate preference for a sugar is not predictive of their long-term memory: various sugars from fruits.(**A**) Schematic of behavioral assays. In the appetitive associative memory paradigm, hungry flies are trained for 2 min with the sugar-odor pair and memory is assayed by subsequently giving a choice between the two odors. In the preference assay, hungry flies are given a choice between two sugars mixed with different colors; after 5 min color of the abdomen is used to assess consumption. (**B**) Schematic of selected pectic polysaccharides present in fruits' cell walls, adapted from Harholt et al. ([@bib30]). (**C**) Survival percentages for flies given solely 1 M sugar solutions. *n* = 10 (50 flies per *n*) for each time point. (**D**) Two-choice tests comparing flies' preference for each of four sugars when both sugars are presented side-by-side for 5 min (50 flies per n). (**E**) Short-term (5 min) associative memory scores for the sugars. (*n* = 7--11) (**F**) Long-term (24 hr) associative memory scores for the sugars. L-fucose is a component of pectin as well, although the amount is low compared to L-arabinose. (*n* = 20--24) Memory scores labeled *a* are significantly different (\<0.05) from bars labeled *b*, analyzed by one way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. Detailed explanations of what constitutes a single *n* is found in Materials and methods. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.003](10.7554/eLife.22283.003)10.7554/eLife.22283.004Figure 1---figure supplement 1.The CS-US association occurs during the two-minute training.(**A**) Flies trained with sucrose, which produces robust 24 hr memory, were immediately provided either rich nutritious food or water. If sucrose's nutritional value is assessed beyond the 2-min training, nutritious food immediately after training may interfere with the fly's ability to attribute its nutritional status to the 2-min training, and thus interfere with memory formation. However, flies trained with 1 M sucrose and given food or no food for 3 hr post-training showed similar memory, unpaired t-test, p=0.480. (**B**) Flies trained with L-sorbose---a sweet but non-nutritious sugar that produces short- but not long-term memory---were immediately fed sucrose. If the nutritional evaluation occurred after the 2-min training, immediate feeding on sucrose may substitute as a nutritional cue, resulting in enhanced long-term memory. However, flies trained with 1 M L-sorbose and given sucrose immediately after training showed similar memory to flies not given sucrose, suggesting that the critical association period was confined to the 2-min training, unpaired t-test, p=0.207. (**C**) Matrix of flies' preference for one sugar (top) when paired side-by-side with another sugar (side) for 5 min. Each comparison was tested with four independent trials, 50 flies per trial. Numbers are the proportion eating the sugar listed at top. (Proportions may not sum to 1.0; often several flies would not eat either sugar.) Short-term memory and long-term memory averages shown below with ± s.e.m. Memory scores labeled *a* are significantly different (p\<0.05) from bars labeled *b*, analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.004](10.7554/eLife.22283.004)

In the course of training flies ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with various sugars, including those that are present in *Drosophila melanogaster's* natural diet of ripening fruits ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) some of which are non nutritious ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we observed that the relative appeal of a sugar (preference, [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or short-term memory (minutes after training, [Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) does not always predict its ability to act as a rewarding stimulus for long-term (24 hr after training) associative memory ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). This was apparent for multiple sugars, but nowhere so striking as the difference between two structural isomers, D- and L-arabinose ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). D- and L-arabinose both taste sweet ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) and are both non-nutritious ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Flies overwhelmingly preferred D-arabinose to L- ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}), and form similar short-term memories of both sugars ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is L-arabinose, not D-, that is more effective in producing long-term memory ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The relative ineffectiveness of D-arabinose in producing long-term memory is consistent with other studies ([@bib10]; [@bib26]; [@bib11]).10.7554/eLife.22283.005Figure 2.Flies' immediate preference for a sugar is not predictive of their long-term memory: L- vs D-arabinose.(**A**) Structures of D- and L-arabinose. (**B**) Survival percentages for flies given solely 1 M sugar solutions. *n* = 10 (50 flies per *n*) for each time point. (**C**) Short- and long-term memory of sucrose and D- and L-arabinose. (**D**) Two-choice tests comparing flies' preference for D- and L-arabinose when both sugars are presented side-by-side for 5 mins. *n* = 4 (50 flies per n). (**E**) Long-term (24 hr) memory scores for increasing concentrations of L-arabinose. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001. The significant differences (p\<0.05) between conditions in [Figure 2C and E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} were analyzed by one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test and differences are denoted by different letters. Detailed explanations of what constitutes a single n is found in Materials and methods.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.005](10.7554/eLife.22283.005)10.7554/eLife.22283.006Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Palatability of D- and L-arabinose over a concentration range.Fifty male flies per trial were given water alone for 24--36 hr, then put on a microtiter plate checkered with food-dye-labeled water and either D-arabinose or L-arabinose at various concentrations. After 5 min, flies were removed and the color visible in the abdomen was scored.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.006](10.7554/eLife.22283.006)10.7554/eLife.22283.007Figure 2---figure supplement 2.Specificity of L-arabinose memory.(**A**) L-arabinose from different sources (USB and Sigma) generated equivalent long-term memory, controlling for other contaminating sugars. (**B**) Canton-S flies obtained from two different labs show similar long-term memory when trained with L-arabinose. (**C**) Since flies' feeding behavior can be influenced by the time of day, flies were tested at different times on consecutive days by different experimenters. Under all testing conditions, flies formed long-term memories of L-arabinose. (**D**) While L-arabinose forms memory, an L-arabinose-galactose polymer does not; neither does another natural L sugar, L-rhamnose, demonstrating the selectivity of L-arabinose memory. (**E**) Flies fed a cocktail of three broad-spectrum antibiotics (kanamycin, ampicillin, and tetracycline) for the 48 hr before training show memory indistinguishable from untreated control flies. For two samples unpaired two tailed t-tests and for multiple samples one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test were performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.007](10.7554/eLife.22283.007)10.7554/eLife.22283.008Figure 2---figure supplement 3.Although both are sweet, D-arabinose is preferred over L-arabinose.(**A**) At equal concentrations, flies overwhelmingly prefer D-arabinose to L-arabinose; the preference begins to shift when L-arabinose is ≥3 times more concentrated than D-arabinose. (**B**) CAFÉ assay quantifying flies' intake of D- and L-arabinose across a range of concetrations. (**C**) In 5 min, flies consume more radioactive \[32\]P-mixed D-arabinose than radioactive \[32\]P-mixed L-arabinose during two-choice tests when either sugar is tested separately against water. (**D**) Single flies monitored by video spend more time on 1 M D-arabinose than 1 M L-arabinose when the two are presented side-by-side. (**E**) The greater the concentration of D-arabinose, the better the memory score. This suggests that the flies are not eating so much D-arabinose that they become sick, and would otherwise remember if not for eating large amounts of sugar. Memory does not improve at lower concentrations. For multiple samples, one way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.008](10.7554/eLife.22283.008)10.7554/eLife.22283.009Figure 2---figure supplement 4.Detection and memory.(**A**) Proboscis extension reflex response to D- and L-arabinose. Flies were given a drop of water, then 10 mM D-ara, then 100 mM D-ara, then 1 M D-ara, water, followed by 10 mM L-ara, 100 mM L-ara, and 1 M L-ara. Alternate flies were given D-ara or L-ara first. (*n* = 26 for each concentration). (**B**) Flies only begin to have trouble detecting sucrose in the two-choice test (paired with water) when sucrose is ≤1 mM. (**C**) Flies form better memories with increasing concentrations of sucrose. 10 mM sucrose (the maximum possible contamination given L-arabinose purity of ≥99%) does not produce robust long-term memory. For multiple samples, one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.009](10.7554/eLife.22283.009)

A trivial explanation for the observed memory with L-arabinose would be contamination with nutritious sugars. But L-arabinose bought from different sources generated similar survival curves and memory scores ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2A](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). The L-arabinose memory is also not due to particular wild-type flies used in the experiment ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2B](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}), the training conditions or the particular experimenter ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2C](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Neither arabinogalactan (a polymer of L-arabinose and galactose) nor the natural L-sugar rhamnose, produce significant memory, indicating that not all L-arabinose-containing components of fruits' cell wall or natural L-sugars are conducive to memory formation ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2D](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Bacteria are known to utilize L-arabinose ([@bib67]), but the flies' resident bacteria had no evident contribution to L-arabinose memory, since giving the flies a cocktail of antibiotics for the 2 days prior to behavioral training had no effect on L-arabinose memory ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2E](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results suggest that L-arabinose can act as a rewarding stimulus for long-term associative memory.

We wondered whether the behavioral differences between D- and L- were due to the high concentration (1 M) of sugars, although 1 M to 3M sugar is standard in memory assays ([@bib72]; [@bib11]; [@bib10]). However, the preference for D-arabinose ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) persisted when the sugars' concentrations were both reduced 100-fold (10 mM), and began to shift only when the concentration of D-arabinose was reduced to less than a third of L-arabinose ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3A](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}). A similar difference between D- and L-arabinose has also been reported in the blowfly *Phormia regina*, where the taste threshold for D-arabinose is reported to be five times lower than that of L-arabinose ([@bib31]). When we measured consumption by Capillary Feeder (CAFÉ) assays over a concentration range ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3B](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}) or by mixing radioactive \[32\]P in the food in fixed concentration ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3C](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}), the flies consumed more D- than L-arabinose. Over time, however, flies consumed less D-and L-arabinose than nutritious sugars (data not shown), consistent with other studies ([@bib21]; [@bib60]), and consumption reached a plateau in \~14 min for D- and \~30 min for L. We also monitored by video the behavior of single flies as they fed on colorless D- and L-arabinose solutions ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3D](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}) and observed that they spend much more time on D-arabinose than L-arabinose, consistent with higher overall consumption. These differences are not due to differences in mere detection of D- and L- arabinose: detection rates were very similar at high concentrations and began to differ only when concentrations were dropped to ≤50 mM ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Likewise, the ability of L-arabinose to generate long-lasting memory persisted even at a 10-fold lower concentration, albeit with much weaker efficacy ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, lowering D-arabinose concentration, where the flies still detect D-arabinose but consume less of it, there was no increase in memory ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3E](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}) ruling out the possibility that consuming too much non-nutritious sugar, such as D-arabinose, is somehow a negative reinforcement.

In addition to consumption, we also measured the proboscis extension response (PER), which reports immediate acceptance of a taste stimuli. Curiously, PER response was similar between D- and L-arabinose over a concentration range ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4A](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with other reports that PER depends more on the intensity than chemical nature of the sugar ([@bib44]; [@bib60]). However, mere detection and acceptance of the sugar is not sufficient for long-term memory: A choice test between water and various concentrations of sucrose (a potent inducer of long-term memory) showed that there was no difference in the likelihood of consumption between 1 M and 10 mM sucrose; only when sucrose concentration is reduced to 1 mM did detection begin to fall ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4B](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}). However, only sucrose concentrations ≥ 100 mM reliably produced robust long-term memory ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4C](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, various sugar-associated behavioral responses, such as detection, acceptance, and assessment of immediate and long-term relevance are not a single process and are likely dictated by various attributes of the sugar. Taken together, these results suggest that even two chemically similar sugars can elicit quite distinct short- and long-term behaviors, and that immediate behavioral responses are not always predictive of long-term behavioral consequences: while flies find D-arabinose more immediately appealing, L-arabinose is more salient for long-term memory.

Gustatory neurons involved in L-arabinose memory and D-arabinose preference {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

What is the neural basis for the difference in behavioral responses to D- and L-arabinose? There are two possibilities, not mutually exclusive: the two sugars engage distinct neural pathways, or they activate the same neural pathways in a distinct manner. The intial step in sugar detection and consumption are the gustatory-receptor-expressing (Gr) neurons that respond to sweet substances. To date, Gr5a, Gr43a, Gr61a, and Gr64a, b, c, d, e, and f have been implicated in sweet sugar detection ([@bib17]; [@bib35]; [@bib74]; [@bib23]; [@bib46]). We therefore used Gr-GAL4 drivers to express the inward rectifying potassium channel Kir2.1 (Gr-GAL4/+; UAS-Kir2.1/+), silencing these sets of Gr-expressing neurons ([@bib4]) in order to determine the neurons involved in D vs L preference and L-arabinose memory.

Preference and memory for a sugar starts with detecting the sugar; silencing neurons required for detection could cause a general decline in consumption of a particular sugar or all sugars. We therefore first measured the flies' ability to detect and consume L- or D-arabinose following silencing of specific Gr-expressing neurons ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1A and B](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Silencing Gr5a-expressing neurons reduced L-arabinose detection by about 80%, while silencing Gr61a-expressing neurons reduced both L-and D-arabinose detection by \~50%. Silencing Gr64e and Gr64f neurons almost completely abolished detection, discrimination and memory, consistent with previous reports that these receptors are likely expressed in all neurons responsible for sugar detection ([@bib35]; [@bib71]).

Silencing neurons required for discrimination would result in equivalent consumption of D- and L-arabinose. Upon silencing of Gr5a-, Gr43a-,Gr64a-, or Gr64d-expressing neurons, flies still overwhelmingly preferred D-arabinose ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Only silencing Gr61a neurons reduced D-arabinose consumption while increasing L-arabinose consumption (and \~30% flies did not eat any sugar), indicating that without Gr61a-expressing neurons flies were beginning to have trouble discriminating between the two sugars ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.22283.010Figure 3.Gr43a- and Gr61a-expressing neurons are involved in D vs L preference and in L-arabinose memory.(**A**) Silencing of Gr61a-expressing neurons with Kir2.1 impaired D \> L discrimination and preference; silencing Gr64e- and Gr64f-expressing neurons nearly eliminated detection of both sugars. (**B**) Silencing Gr43a- and Gr61a-expressing neurons impaired L-arabinose memory. Gr64aGAL4 and Gr64dGAL4, whose expression is restricted to LSO and VCSO neurons did not impair L-arabinose memory. Silencing Gr64f- and Gr5a-neurons reduce L-arabinose memory, but they also impair L-arabinose detection. (see [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). (**C**) Gr43a and Gr61a receptors are important for L-arabinose memory. (**D**) No single receptor mutant impaired D \> L preference. For multiple samples, one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.010](10.7554/eLife.22283.010)10.7554/eLife.22283.011Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Gr expressing neurons involved in D- and L-arabinose detection.(**A**) Fifty male flies per trial were given water alone for 24--36 hr, then put on a microtiter plate checkered with food-dye-labeled water and 1 M L-arabinose. After 5 min, flies were removed and the color visible in the abdomen was scored. *n* = 4 for all silencing and mutant two-choice experiments, 50 flies per *n*. Silencing Gr5a-, Gr64e-, and Gr64f-expressing neurons nearly eliminated L-arabinose detection; silencing Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons had no detectable effect on L-arabinose detection. (**B**) Silencing Gr64f-expressing neurons virtually eliminates D-arabinose detection; silencing of Gr61a- and Gr43a-expressing neurons reduces but does not eliminate D-arabinose detection compared to the corresponding GAL4/+ control.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.011](10.7554/eLife.22283.011)10.7554/eLife.22283.012Figure 3---figure supplement 2.L- and D-arabinose detection do not rely on any single receptor.(**A**) Gr43a mutants have a small L-arabinose detection deficit while Gr61a mutants have a moderate detection deficit. (**B**) No single receptor removal impairs D-arabinose detection. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.012](10.7554/eLife.22283.012)

In contrast to D-arabinose preference, silencing of Gr5a-, Gr43a-, Gr61a-, and Gr64f- but not Gr64a- or Gr64d-expressing neurons, significantly impaired L-arabinose memory ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Since silencing Gr5a- and Gr64f-expressing neurons also impairs L-arabinose consumption, the memory impairments may very well be due to an inability to detect L-arabinose ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Since silencing Gr61a neurons reduces detection, discrimination and memory, they may play a more general role in L- and D-arabinose detection and subsequent processing. Interestingly, silencing of Gr43a neurons had no effect on L-arabinose detection ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1A](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}) or D-arabinose preference ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), but resulted in loss of L-arabinose memory ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting Gr43a-expressing neurons play an important role in L-arabinose memory.

Gr43a is required for L-arabinose memory {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------

Single gustatory neurons express multiple gustatory receptors. To determine which receptor within Gr43a neurons---Gr43a or some other receptor expressed by these neurons---is important for L-arabinose memory we trained receptor mutants with L-arabinose. ∆gr43a, ∆gr61a, and ∆gr43a-61a flies all showed a significant reduction (p\<0.01) in long-term memory at 24 hr ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, D-arabinose preference is maintained in the absence of any single known sugar receptor ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To determine whether L-arabinose memory phenotypes were simply due to detection deficits, we tested the mutants' ability to detect L-arabinose. Deletion of Gr43a had a small effect on L-arabinose detection, and deletion of Gr61a resulted in \~40% reduction ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2A](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). D-arabinose detection was not altered by any single receptor deletion ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2B](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results suggest that Gr43a and Gr43a-expressing neurons are important to form long-term memory of L-arabinose, while Gr61a and Gr61a-expressing neurons are important for L- and D-arabinose detection and discrimination. These results, however, do not rule out the possibility that there may be an unidentified receptor that exclusively mediates D-arabinose preference or that L-arabinose memory uses other receptors in addition to Gr43a and Gr61a.

Peripheral Gr43a neurons are involved in L-arabinose memory {#s2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In *Drosophila*, gustatory receptors are present on the antennae, legs, wings, and labellae, and in the pharynx, gut, and central brain ([@bib36]). The wide expression pattern, presence of multiple receptors in the same neurons, and different combinations of receptors in different neurons indicate that gustatory-receptor-expressing neurons in various locations may respond quite differently to different sugars ([@bib63]; [@bib45]). We focused particularly on Gr43a-expressing neurons for their specific involvement in L-arabinose memory, and previous studies suggested they act as nutrient sensors ([@bib47]). We therefore sought to determine whether all Gr43a-expressing neurons or only a subset of Gr43a neurons are important for L-arabinose memory. As reported by others ([@bib47]; [@bib50]), Gr43a^GAL4^ expression is consistently detected in four dorsolateral protocerebrum (DLP) neurons in the central brain, the LSO and VCSO neurons in the proboscis, two f5 neurons in the distal tarsi, and in the proventricular ganglion of the gut ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We selectively silenced the central brain DLP neurons using a Gr43aGAL4:ChaGAL80 ([@bib47]) combination ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) or the LSO and VCSO neurons using Gr64aGAL4 and Gr64dGAL4 ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). While silencing all Gr43a neurons impaired L-arabinose memory, silencing of just the DLP ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), or just the LSO and VCSO neurons ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) had no significant effect, suggesting that some combination of Gr43a-expressing neurons that includes the tarsal and/or gut neurons are the necessary Gr43a-expressing neurons for L-arabinose memory. Because silencing of Gr61a- and Gr5a-expressing neurons each blocked L-arabinose memory ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and neither Gr5a nor Gr61a expression can be detected in the gut, it seems that the tarsal Gr43a-expressing neurons are the important ones for L-arabinose memory. Previous studies suggested that in the f5 neurons in the distal tarsi, Gr43a is coexpressed with Gr61a ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib22]). There were uncertainities about the coexpression of Gr43a and Gr5a in distal tarsi. However, split-GAL4 reconstitution assay suggests that Gr5a and Gr43a are likely to be coexpressed in one f5 neuron (likely f5V) in the distal tarsi ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1B](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with previous work ([@bib47]). Taken together, these results suggest that f5 neurons in the distal tarsi coexpressing Gr43a and some combination of Gr5a and Gr61a are involved in L-arabinose memory. However, these results do not rule out the possibility that other Gr43a neurons or other Gr-expressing neurons are involved in L-arabinose memory.10.7554/eLife.22283.013Figure 4.Tarsal Gr43a neurons are critical for L-arabinose memory.(**A**) Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons are observed in the dorsolateral protocerebrum, central brain, proboscis, leg, and gut (not shown). (**B**) Silencing only the dorsal protocerebral (DLP) and VCSO neurons does not impair L-arabinose memory. Left panel: memory score in various genetic backgrounds. Right panel, top: in Gr43a^GAL4^/+; Kir2.1/+ flies, all indicated neurons are silenced (including proventricular neurons, not pictured). Bottom: in Gr43a^GAL4^:ChaGal80/+; UAS-Kir2.1/+ flies, only the neurons indicated in red type are silenced. For multiple samples, one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.013](10.7554/eLife.22283.013)10.7554/eLife.22283.014Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Expression patterns of Gr-GAL4s.(**A**) Distal tarsi expression patterns of Gr5aGAL4 (3 neurons), Gr43a^GAL4^ (2 neurons), and Gr61aGAL4 (6 neurons). Scale bar 50 μm. (**B**) Gr5a-Gr43a splitGal4 labeling ([@bib53]). GAL4 DNA-binding domain (DBD) and VP16 transcription activation domain (AD) fused to leucine zipper dimerization domains (Leu-Zip) were inserted into the Gr5a (DBD) and Gr43a (AD) genomic locus using CRISPR-Cas9. The neurons coexpressing both receptors drive mCD8eGFP from the UAS promoter. f5 neurons in the distal tarsi are marked by this technique. In some animals, an f5 neuron is the only neuron marked (top panel). However, in other animals, additional neurons were also marked in the leg (bottom panel) and proboscis. Scale bar 50 μm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.014](10.7554/eLife.22283.014)

L-arabinose and D-arabinose activate peripheral Gr43a neurons to different extent {#s2-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand how D- and L-arabinose generate different behavioral responses, we analyzed electrophysiological responses of f5V sensilla in the distal tarsi, which host neurons expressing Gr43a. D-arabinose consistently generated significantly more spikes over a range of concentrations ([Figure 5A and B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Differences in electrophysiological response also manifested in calcium levels measured by GCaMP6, a genetically encoded calcium indicator ([@bib13]). In Gr43a-expressing f5 neurons in distal tarsi, the peak calcium level was higher and reached more rapidly for D-arabinose than L-arabinose ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Removal of the Gr43a receptor from these neurons significantly reduced response to L-arabinose but not D-arabinose ([Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the idea that D-arabinose activates multiple receptors. In the proboscis LSO neurons, there was a quicker rise and fall in response to L-arabinose with a slower but more sustained activation in response to D-arabinose ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1A](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). However, such differences between D- and L-arabinose-provoked responses are not universal: the average D- and L- arabinose responses of the central brain DLP neurons were similar in both magnitude and shape ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1B](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that D- and L-arabinose can activate the same gustatory neurons to different extents and that differential activation depends on properties specific to each neuron.10.7554/eLife.22283.015Figure 5.Tarsal Gr43a neurons respond differentially to D- and L-arabinose.(**A**) Spikes per second of recorded f5V tarsal neuron in response to D- or L-arabinose at various concentrations. (**B**) Spikes per second binned by 100 ms over the first two seconds of response. (**C**) The evoked-calcium activity of Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons in the distal tarsi. (**D**) Removal of Gr43a receptor impairs fructose and L-arabinose activation of Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.015](10.7554/eLife.22283.015)10.7554/eLife.22283.016Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Evoked-calcium activity of Gr43a neurons in response to D- and L-arabinose.(**A**) Imaging of calcium responses of LSO neurons in proboscis. The left panel shows curve-aligned fluorescence to compare the shape of the responses, and the right panel plots peak magnitudes as ∆F/F~o~. (B) Imaging of calcium responses of dorsal protocerebral neurons. The left panel shows curve-aligned fluorescence to compare the shape of the responses, and the right panel plots peak magnitudes as ∆F/F~o~. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.016](10.7554/eLife.22283.016)

Activation of Gr43a neurons can substitute the sugar reward to form associative memory {#s2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because Gr43a^GAL4^ offered the most restricted set of neurons that was critical for L-arabinose memory, we sought to determine whether they also represented the minimum set of gustatory neurons sufficient for appetitive long-term memory formation. To this end, we asked whether activating Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons in the memory paradigm---in the absence of sugar---could generate an associative-appetitive memory ([Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). dTrpA1, a temperature-sensitive cation channel, causes continuous activation of neurons at temperatures above 26°C ([@bib29]). Activation of Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons by dTrpA1, however, failed to substitute for the sugar reward ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), although similar activation of a subset of dopaminergic neurons (R58E02-GAL4/+; dTrpA1/+) produced long-term appetitive memory as reported by others ([@bib41]) ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1A](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggested either that activation of Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons is necessary but not sufficient for L-arabinose memory, or that dTrpA1 does not approximate the activation required to produce long-term memory. Consistent with the latter possibility, activation of Gr43a neurons with the red-shifted channelrhodopsin variant ReaChR, a light-gated cation channel that depolarizes neurons in response to red light ([@bib40]) produced associative memory: when flies expressing ReaChR in Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons were exposed to one odor without the light, and a second odor in the presence of red light, the flies subsequently preferred the light-associated odor ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly, activation by the same amount of light evenly distributed was not effective in producing long-term memory, suggesting that these patterns evoked different levels or patterns of activity in Gr43a neurons; the nature of this activation is unknown at this time ([Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, starvation is an important regulator of memory strength in the associative-appetitive paradigm---the hungrier the flies are, the better memories they form ([@bib38]; [@bib16]). Starvation also influenced the memory strength following Gr43a-neuron activation: the same pulsated light activation produced memory in starved but not fed flies ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.22283.017Figure 6.Activation of Gr43a neurons is sufficient to form rewarding associative memory.(**A**) Schematic of heat and light-activated associative olfactory training. (**B**) Activation of Gr43aGAL4 neurons by dTrpA1 (at 31 ^°^C) does not induce long-term memory. (**C**) A 20 Hz, 15 ms pulse-width activation for 2.5 s, repeated every 20 s, induces long-term memory in flies expressing ReaChR in Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons; genetic controls do not show significant memory, and the same amount of light using the same pulse-width but distributed uniformly over the 2 min generates no memory (red). Schematics of light patterns are not to scale. (**D**) Optogenetic activation of Gr43a^GAL4^ neurons induces memory only in hungry flies, not in flies fed ad libitum. (**E**) Optogenetic activation of Gr43a- and Gr5a-expressing neurons leads to substantial 24 hr memory; activation of Gr61a- or Gr64a-expressing neurons does not. For multiple samples, one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.017](10.7554/eLife.22283.017)10.7554/eLife.22283.018Figure 6---figure supplement 1.dTrpA1 activation of R58E02 neurons does not produce long-term memory.(**A**) Activation of R58E02GAL4 dopaminergic neurons, either with light (ReaChR; 1 Hz, 500 ms pulse-width for 20 s, repeated three times over 2 min, or 10 Hz, 10 ms pulse-width, repeated continuously for 2 min; data combined) or with heat (dTrpA1; 31 °C for two minutes) is sufficient to generate robust 24 hr memory. (**B**) Silencing of R58E02GAL4 neurons eliminates 24 hr L-arabinose memory. (**C**) Supplementing L-arabinose with 1 M sorbitol does not increase L-arabinose memory. For multiple samples, one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed, and significant differences (p\<0.05) are denoted by different letters. Results with error bars are means ± s.e.m. ns, not significant. \*≤0.01, \*\*≤0.001 and \*\*\*≤0.0001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.22283.018](10.7554/eLife.22283.018)

Since the f5 neurons in the distal tarsi express Gr5a in addition to Gr43a, we also activated Gr5a-expressing neurons. Similar to Gr43a neurons, activation of Gr5a-expressing neurons resulted in robust long-term memory ([Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Activation of Gr64a-expressing neurons, which labels the LSO and VCSO neurons, did not produce significant long-term memory ([Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, Gr61a-expressing neurons are necessary but not sufficient to generate associative memory ([Figure 6E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that activation of some Gr43a and Gr5a expressing neurons could be critical for memory processes, or that activation of the additional Gr61a-expressing neurons somehow weakens the co-expressing neurons' likelihood of generating memory. Taken together, these results suggest that activation of a subset of Gr43a-expressing neurons is sufficient to generate long-lasting associative memory. These observations further suggest that activation of the same neurons by different methods, perhaps leading to different activity levels/patterns, give rise to substantially different behavioral outcomes, consistent with other reports ([@bib14]; [@bib58]). However, further work is necessary to determine exactly which subsets of neurons contribute to L-arabinose memory, and whether these neurons needs to be activated in a specific pattern to elicit long-term memory.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The observation that two similar sugars generate strikingly different behavioral responses can perhaps be best understood using the framework of 'incentive salience' in rewards, formulated by Berridge and Robinson ([@bib5]), who divided reward percepts into 'liking' (conscious pleasure, hedonic) and 'wanting' (incentive salience). According to Berridge and Robinson, 'wanting' (incentive salience) is a component of rewards that transforms mere sensory information about rewards and their cues into 'attractive, desired, riveting incentives' and 'emerged early in evolution as an elementary form of stimulus-guided goal direction, to mediate pursuit of a few innate food or sex unconditioned stimuli' ([@bib5]). In most cases, rewards that are 'liked' are usually also 'wanted', and in conventional formulations, they are considered effectively identical. But work on addiction and monetary reward on human suggest that 'wanting' and 'liking' are in fact dissociable, and while, in many cases, a behavioral response to an experience can predict the likelihood of memory formation, people can be motivated by cues remaining outside conscious awareness ([@bib52]; [@bib70]). Here, we report that a similar distinction in reward perception may also exist in *Drosophila*, which is suggested by others ([@bib51]): D-arabinose appears to preferentially involve the 'liking' component of the reward percept and L-arabinose the 'wanting'. For *Drosophila*, the incentive to remember L-arabinose is perhaps owing to the fact that it can inform a specific attribute of food, such as the ripening status of a fruit. Moreover, work in humans suggests that although 'liking' and 'wanting' both represent a positive reward, they utilize distinct neural processing ([@bib70]; [@bib55]). Our observations with D- and L-arabinose now provide an opportunity to explore the neural basis of 'liking' and 'wanting', and how these reward percepts strengthen memory in the accessible nervous system of *Drosophila*.

Attributes of sugars important for long-term memory {#s3-1}
---------------------------------------------------

The caloric value of a sugar has been found to be an important determinant of long-term appetitive memory ([@bib10]; [@bib26]; [@bib49]), implying that flies quickly metabolize the sugar and that caloric evaluation somehow provides cues necessary to elicit long-term memory. We find that sugar with no caloric value can also produce long-term appetitive memories. One obvious possibility is that memories of sweet nutritious sugars are distinct from memories of sweet non-nutritious sugars. However, this seems so far not to be the case: a subset of higher order dopaminergic neurons (R58E02GAL4) necessary for long-term memory of nutritious sucrose ([@bib41]) is also required for non-nutritious L-arabinose ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1B](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, addition of sorbitol, a tasteless but nutritious sugar, enhances the memory of non-nutritious sugars like xylose and D-arabinose, but does not enhance the memory of nutritious sugars ([@bib10]). Adding sorbitol to L-arabinose had no additive effect on long-term memory ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1C](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). It therefore appears that L-arabinose memory uses at least some of the same downstream neural circuitry as memory of nutritious sugars.

Whether memory of L-arabinose, a non-nutritious sugar, is an exception or represents a more general phenomenon is unclear since we have tested only a limited number of sugars in a particular behavioral paradigm. However, in addition to L-arabinose, L-fucose can also produce memory ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); both are components of the pectin in many fruits' cell walls ([@bib19]; [@bib2]). It is therefore possible that these sugars may signal some specific attributes of ripening fruit---ripening is accompanied by breakdown of the fruit's cell walls---although neither of these sugars are present in fruits near the concentrations (1 M) used in memory assays. Nonetheless, these observations suggest that flies can quickly assess salient features of sugars---a sort of leading indicator of nutritional value---without the sugar's metabolic breakdown. This approach to memory formation may allow flies to quickly recognize and remember potential foods using specific cues, a time advantage that could be vital in natural contexts.

Do insects distinguish structurally similar sugars? The taste modality of insects, particularly *Drosophila,* is reported to have limited discriminatory power and be primarily based on the intensity of the stimuli as opposed to the chemical nature of the sugar ([@bib44]). Indeed we find that, apart from flies' differential preference for various sugars at equal concentrations, for immediate and short-term behavior this is largely true. However, we did not observe any obvious correlation between immediate behavior and long-term memories: flies immediate preference is L-fucose \> D-arabinose \> L-arabinose \> L-sorbose ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); for short-term memory, L-sorbose = D-arabinose ≥ L-arabinose = L-fucose ([Figure 1E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}); but in order of long-term memory score, L-arabinose ≥ L-fucose ≥ D-arabinose = L-sorbose ([Figure 1F](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that while short-term responses are guided by palatability, long-term behavioral reponses are guided by additional attributes of the sugars. It is not yet clear why D-arabinose is a less effective stimulus. Since D- and L-arabinose are both sweet, they may generate positive sensations in a different manner, or perhaps D-arabinose carries a negative value that over time reduces the positive association formed initially (or dampens the behavioral output).

Role of gustatory receptors in long-term appetitive memory {#s3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------

The gustatory receptors Gr5a, Gr43a, Gr61a, and Gr64a-f have been implicated in sugar detection ([@bib25]; [@bib22]; [@bib17]; [@bib57]; [@bib20]; [@bib48]; [@bib34], [@bib35]; [@bib36]). Although exactly which Gr receptors are responsible for detecting which sugar remains somewhat controversial, two features of sweet-sensing gustatory receptors are generally agreed upon: first, different gustatory neurons express a number of Gr receptors in unique combinations; second, more than one receptor is typically involved in detecting a sugar ([@bib25]). However, the physiological consequences of this combinatorial expression of semi-redundant gustatory receptors remain uncertain. This study raises the possibility that gustatory neurons in different locations, expressing unique combinations of receptors, are responsible for discriminating chemically similar sugars and eliciting different behavioral responses. Consistent with this idea, previous studies suggested that Gr43a neurons in the central brain monitor hemolymph fructose levels and modulate feeding behavior ([@bib47]), while we find that these neurons are dispensable for L-arabinose memory, and that peripheral Gr43a-neurons are likely sufficient to signal the presence of a rewarding sugar and generate associative memories. These differences likely arise from the locations of these neurons, differentially expressed receptors, the presence or absence of various co-receptors, and the second-order neurons to which these neurons project. Exactly which or how many Gr43a-, Gr61a-, and Gr5a-expressing neurons in the periphery are sufficient for L-arabinose memory is currently unclear.

We also find that activation of Gr43a-expressing neurons by ReaChR but not dTrpA1 is able to generate appetitive memory, while artificially activating a subset of dopaminergic neurons (R58E02GAL4) by heat (dTrpA1) or light (ReaChR) both led to long-term memory ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1A](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). How a difference in activity at the sensory level is conveyed to higher-order neurons, and how that difference is interpreted by the higher-order neurons, remains unclear. More concretely, why is dTrpA1 activation of a subset of dopamine neurons sufficient to generate memory, but dTrpA1 activation of Gr43a-expressing neurons is not? One possibility is that the activity requirements of neuromodulatory systems are less stringent than those for sensory coding, and that temporal selectivity occurs before the signal reaches these dopamine neurons. Alternatively, recent studies have indicated that dopaminergic neurons are functionally diverse, and that distinct population of dopaminergic neurons are involved in appetitive associative memory ([@bib15]; [@bib32]; [@bib38]; [@bib7]; [@bib3]; [@bib72]; [@bib6]; [@bib49]; [@bib56]). These reports raise the possibility that differing sensory inputs could activate different subsets of dopaminergic neurons.

How can structurally similar sugars generate differential activation? It is likely that although these sugars bind to some of the same receptors, the relative affinity of the receptors vary. In this regard, the fly sweet taste system may be similar to that of the mammalian system, where a single heteromeric receptor (T1R2 and T1R3) is responsible for detecting a large number of sweet substances, with multiple discrete ligand-binding sites in each receptor responsible for generating diverse responses ([@bib73]). We suspect that the differential engagement of multiple gustatory receptors leads similar chemicals to generate differential activation of the same neurons, and that differential activation and different ensembles of activated neurons allows higher-order neurons to decode the relevant features of sugars. We speculate that, at least in *Drosophila*, evaluation of a sugar's long-term salience may be encoded in the activation pattern of subsets of gustatory neurons, which allows rapid evaluation and remembering of nutritious food in complex environments.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Fly stocks {#s4-1}
----------

Flies were generously shared by Dr. John Carlson (Gr43aGAL4-9/CyO; Gr61aGAL4-9/CyO; Gr5aGAL4, Gr64GAL4), Dr. Hubert Amrein (UAS-Gr43a; Gr43a^GAL4^, with first coding exon replaced with GAL4, serving as ΔGr43a and used in crosses for behavioral training), Dr. Anupama Dahanukar (Gr61a-null mutant, Gr64a-null mutants and Gr5a-null mutants), Dr. Toshihiro Kitamoto (UAS-Shibire^ts^), and Dr. Paul Garrity (UAS-dTrpA1). The wild-type Canton-S flies were generously provided by Dr. Scott Waddell and Dr. Troy Zars. Other fly stocks were obtained from Bloomington Fly Stock Center (UAS-Kir2.1 RRID:[BDSC_6595](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_6595); UAS-GCaMP3 RRID:[BDSC_32235](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_32235); UAS-GCaMP6m RRID:[BDSC_42748](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_42748); UAS-ReaChR RRID:[BDSC_53749](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_53749); Gr64eGAL4 RRID:[BDSC_57667](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_57667); Gr64fGAL4 RRID:[BDSC_57669](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_57669); Gr64dGAL4 RRID:[BDSC_57665](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_57665); ΔGr64d/e RRID:[BDSC_23628](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_23628); ΔGr64f RRID:[BDSC_27883](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/BDSC_27883)).

Sugars {#s4-2}
------

Sugars were obtained from the following sources: D-arabinose, Sigma, cat\#A3131-25G, lot\# SLBB3223V,100M1365V and Fisher Bioreagents, cat\# BP250425, lot\# 114986; L-arabinose, Sigma, cat\# A3256-100G, lot\# BCBB3602V,098K0164 and USB Corporation, cat\# 11406, lot\# 4131874; L-sorbose, Sigma, cat\# 85541, lot\# BCBD8834V; L-fucose, Sigma, cat\# F2252, lot\# SLBB1522V; L-rhamnose monohydrate, Sigma, cat\# R3875, lot\# BCBD8824V; D-sorbitol, Sigma, cat\# S1876, lot\# 017 K0092; sucralose, Sigma, cat\# 69293, lot\# BCBF8524V; and saccharin sodium salt hydrate, Sigma, cat\# S1002, lot\# BCBF4560V; arabinogalactan, Food Science of Vermont, item\# 026664342010.

Two-choice feeding assay using dye {#s4-3}
----------------------------------

The two-choice tests were performed essentially as previously described ([@bib68]): 1- to 2 -day-old male flies were collected in groups of 50, allowed to recover for 3 days, and food-deprived for approximately 22 hr in plastic tubes (VWR) containing kimwipes wetted with 3 ml of water. 1% agarose (Sigma) was mixed into 1 M sugar solution along with red or green food dye (1%, McCormick), and 15 µl drops were pipetted into 60-well minitrays (Thermo Scientific). A hole large enough to fit a funnel was melted into the lid, and the 50 flies were allowed to feed for 5 min in complete darkness, with tape covering the lid hole. At the end of 5 min, the color in their abdomens was assessed under a dissecting microscope, and flies were counted as eating a sugar if any dye was visible in their abdomens or thorax. Flies eating a mix of the two were scored half for L-arabinose, half for D-arabinose. Preference and detection indices were calculated as (number of flies eating sugar)/(total number of flies). To rule out the color bias in the cases of choice between two sugars, half the experiments had the colors reversed. The feeding assay was carried out for 5 min, instead of a period of hours, because in the context of our particular behavioral paradigm the choices made by flies over a longer time period are not relevant.

Radioactive feeding assay {#s4-4}
-------------------------

Two-choice radioactivity experiments were performed as described above, with the addition of 1 µL of 1:5 diluted cytidine 5'-triphosphate \[α−32P\] (3000 Ci/mmol 10mCi/ml, 1MCi; PerkinElmer) into 1.5 ml 1 M sugar solutions without dye; again sugars were pipetted onto the 60-well microtiter plate. After the 5-min feeding, flies were immediately placed on dry ice blocks, and five flies chosen at random were placed in each scintillation vial (Denville Scientific), homogenized, covered with 5 ml LSC-cocktail (ScintiSafe, Fisher Scientific), and counted by scintillation counter (LS6500; Beckman Coulter).

Video monitoring of feeding assay {#s4-5}
---------------------------------

Video monitoring of feeding flies was performed using webcams (C160; Logitech). Four colorless drops of 1% agarose and 1 M sugar solution were placed on an empty 35 mM Petri dish (Falcon), one in each quadrant; two were L-arabinose and two were D-arabinose. Video was recorded for 30 min; trials in which the flies never found the sugars were discarded from analysis. Once the fly encountered a sugar solution, the behavior for next 5 min were quantified. We also examined the preference for other sugars, including sweet versus non-sweet sugars, to ensure that the experimental conditions did not influence the flies' choices.

Antibiotic feeding {#s4-6}
------------------

Antibiotic experiments were carried out by placing approximately fifty 1- to 3-day-old flies into plastic tubes with kimwipes and 3 ml of either 1 M sucrose or 1 M sucrose with 100 µg/ml kanamycin, 500 µg/ml ampicillin, and 50 µg/ml tetracycline, for 24 hr. The antibiotic concentrations were chosen based on previously published work ([@bib54]; [@bib8]; [@bib61]). Flies were subsequently transferred to tubes with either 3 ml water or 3 ml water with 100 µg/ml kanamycin, 500 µg/ml ampicillin, and 50 µg/ml tetracycline, for another 22 hr. They were then trained with 1M L-arabinose as described below.

Survival assay {#s4-7}
--------------

Survival curves were generated by placing fifty 3--5 day old flies in plastic tubes with kimwipes soaked in 2.5 ml of 1 M sugar solution. For each sugar solution tested, ten individual tubes were tracked, thus *n* = 10 for each solution. The number of dead flies was counted at 12, 24, 36, 60, and 72 hr.

Appetitive-olfactory conditioning {#s4-8}
---------------------------------

Olfactory training was carried out largely as previously described ([@bib39]): 1- to 3-day-old flies were made hungry by placing groups of 50--70 flies in plastic tubes with kimwipes and tap water (time of starvation was determined by mortality rate: approximately 20--24 hr for homozygous lines; 24--30 hr for heterozygous crosses). Forty-seven microliters of 4-methylcyclohexanol (MCH; Sigma) and 42 µl of 3-octanol (OCT; Alfa Aesar) were separately diluted into two bubble humidifiers (B and F Medical) each containing 50 ml of mineral oil (Fisher Scientific); bubble humidifiers were connected in parallel by ¼-inch clear PVC tubing (VWR). 8 cm x 10 cm rectangles of filter paper (410, VWR) were soaked in water or 1 M sugar solution, and allowed to dry until the paper was damp, then rolled to fit tightly into the training tubes. Groups of 50--70 flies were moved into the t-maze, then into the water tube for 2 min while MCH odor passed through, moved back to the holding chamber in the t-maze for 30 s, then moved to the sugar tube for 2 min while OCT odor was flowing through. The next group of flies was trained reciprocally, where OCT was paired with water and MCH with sugar. Unless otherwise specified, after training flies were fed for 4 hr and restarved until testing 24 hr after training. Flies were tested by being given a choice between OCT and MCH in tubes with no filter paper; test duration was 2 min. Short-term memory was assayed 2 min after training. Memory index = \[(number of flies in reward odor -- number of flies in unrewarded odor)/(total number of flies)\]. A memory index was calculated for each of the two reciprocal trials and then averaged; this average constituted an *n* of 1. Sucrose was frequently used as a daily standard, thus the large numbers of sucrose trials. For experiments with two or more controls, the experimental line was trained in parallel with one of the controls, and then again trained in parallel with the other control---thus the large *n* for both ChaGAL80 and ReaChR experiments.

Split-GAL4 construct {#s4-9}
--------------------

The split-GAL4 vectors ([@bib53]) were made using the pHD-ScarlessDsRed vector ([@bib28]), DGRC \#1364. To construct the Gr43a-VP16 vector, the 5' homology arm was inserted into the AarI restriction site by Gibson assembly (GACTGAACCGTGTAGGGA . . . TCCCGCGTTCTGAATTACT), immediately followed by the VP16 sequence (ATGGATAAAGCGGAATTAATTCC . . . CTGGGCGGCGGCAAGTAA) (addgene \#26268). The 3' homology arm was inserted into the SapI site (AGTAGTGACACTCGGA . . . GAAGACCATATACGTC). CRISPR oligos were designed using <http://tools.flycrispr.molbio.wisc.edu/targetFinder/> (target sequences: AGAACTGGGACCTTACAAGT and TACCTACCGCACGGGAATTT). To construct the Gr5a-DBD vector, the 5' homology arm: ACTTCGTTTGGCGTTTC . . . TAGAGCTTGTACACA, followed immediately by the GAL4 DNA-binding domain sequence (ATGCTGGAGATCCGC . . . ACAGTTGACTGTATCGTAA). The 3' homology arm for the Gr5a-DBD vector: ATGATGCTTTTCTTCGC . . . TCAACGGCCGTGCTCCTCT. CRISPR target sequences for the Gr5a locus were TGATTCCACACACGGGCATT and CGCACATCCAGCACACTGT. CRISPR gRNAs were ligated into the pU6-BbsI-chiRNA (addgene \#45946) and pU6.2-BbsI-chiRNA vectors([@bib27]). DNA was mixed at a ratio of pHD-dsRed 500 ng/ul to U6-gRNA 100 ng/ul, and injected by BestGene, Inc. at a final concentration of 250 ng/ul.

Optogenetic and TrpA1 stimulation {#s4-10}
---------------------------------

Optogenetic activation was performed using the same hardware as previously published([@bib33]), except that two rows of six LEDs each were aligned parallel to the tube, 2 cm away, at 90^o^ angles to each other. To minimize behavioral artifacts caused by strong visual stimulation, the red (627 nm, 161 lm @ 700 mA) Rebel LEDs were chosen, and the stimulation protocol (pulse width, intervals, and duration) was controlled by Arduino board and Arduino computer language. For dTrpA1 experiments, the relevant training tube was preheated to 31°C, and during training was wrapped in a ReptiTherm Under Tank Heater (RH-4; Zoo Med Laboratories); the temperature was held constant (at 31°C) by an electric temperature control with probe placed in between the wrapped layers (A419; Johnson Controls). The heater temperature required to maintain an internal tube temperature of 30°C was determined empirically.

Statistical analysis and number of trials (*n*) {#s4-11}
-----------------------------------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad Prism 5. All the data met the assumption of homogeneity of variance, therefore unpaired two-tailed t-test or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with Tukey post-hoc test between pairs of samples. ANOVA tests for significance were performed a probability value of 0.05 and more stringent values are listed in each figure where applicable. For all experiments, each *n* is considered a biological replicate; separate trials used independent samples of genetically identical flies. For two-choice experiments, a single *n* constitutes a population measure generated from 50 male flies. The preference index indicates the proportion of flies eating the sugar, which was determined by scoring visible color in the abdomen or thorax. For video monitoring, each *n* constitutes a single fly. For survival curves, each *n* is a population measure generated by 50 flies placed in a tube with 1M sugar. Percent survival indicates the percentage of flies alive at each timepoint. For olfactory training experiments with sugar, heat, and light: one trial consists of giving a group of approximately 50--70 flies water and 3-octanol for 2 min, waiting 30 s, then giving sugar and 4-methylcyclohexanol for 2 min. Another group is trained with water and 4-methylcyclohexanol, then sugar and 3-octanol. Memory indices are calculated for each of these two trials and averaged. This average constitutes a single *n*, which is approximately 100--140 flies. Based on the previous and ongoing experimental effect sizes, 8--10 of these double trials were generally judged to be adequate for memory experiments, unless effect sizes were strikingly large or variable. The more dramatic effect sizes and smaller variability of preference assays allowed a smaller number of trials, generally 4. In all long-term memory experiments, experimental manipulations for which a negative result was plausible or expected were always trained alongside a positive control. This is the reason for conspicuously large numbers of trials with sucrose and L-arabinose compared to other sugars or manipulations. Similarly, for experimental groups needing to be compared to two or more controls, the experimental group was first trained alongside one of the control groups, and then again trained alongside the other control group (s). This is the reason for large numbers of trials in, for example, the ChaGAL80 and ReaChR experiments.

Immunostaining {#s4-12}
--------------

Tissues were dissected in PBS (Sigma), and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in PBS-Triton. 3% (PBST) (Sigma) for 1--2 hr. They were washed in PBS-Triton: 3% five times for 15 min each time, and blocked in PBST with 10% normal goat serum (Vector Laboratories) for 2 hr. Rabbit anti-GFP IgG (MBL International Corporation) was diluted 1:1000 in the blocking solution and centrifuged at 14,000 r/min for 10 min at 4°C. Tissues were incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C, then washed again with PBST for 15 min, five times. Anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (Life Technologies, now ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was diluted 1:1000 in blocking solution, and incubated with the tissues overnight. Tissues were again washed five times, and mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) on slides with doubled clear reinforcement labels (Avery); No. 1 ½ coverslips were used (VWR). Images were acquired on a Zeiss Pascal confocal microscope with a Plan Apochromat 20 × 0.8 NA objective. GFP fluorescence was excited at 488 nm and emission was collected through a 505--530 nm bandpass filter.

Calcium imaging {#s4-13}
---------------

Tissues from Gr43a^GAL4^ x UAS-GCaMP3 or UAS-GCaMP6med flies were prepared largely as described previously ([@bib47]). Two- to 7-day-old flies were used. All tissues were dissected in Ringers solution (5 mM HEPES, 130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl~2~, 2 mM MgCl~2~); legs were removed from the fly, placed on a 50 mm glass-bottomed dish No 1.5 (Mattek), and immobilized with a 1.5 µl drop of 2-hydroxyethylagarose (Sigma). After the agarose firmed, 20 µl of Ringers was added to cover the leg. In D- vs L-arabinose comparisons, both front legs of the fly were used as matched controls. Brains adhered to the dish without need for agarose when placed into a 30 µL bubble of Ringers. Proboscis imaging was performed with the proboscis upside down on the plate, so that the dorsal proboscis was contacting the dish; the proboscis was immobilized with 1.5 µl of agarose and again covered with 30 µl of Ringers solution. Only one sugar was tested per tissue sample. Images were collected at least 40 s before sugar was added; sugar was added at 2x concentration, in the same volume as the Ringers covering the tissues. Because the training paradigm uses high concentrations (up to 1 M) of sugar, we used 500 mM sugar concentrations for the leg and proboscis imaging. However, for the brain, 500 mM appeared to cause osmolarity-induced shrinking, so brain imaging used 100 mM sugars. Leg imaging was performed at approximately one stack per 5--7 s; proboscis imaging at approximately one stack per 13 s; brain imaging at approximately one per 14 s. Only tissues that showed a response were used in analysis, although tissues that didn't respond were checked for viability by adding fructose as a positive control. Images were acquired on a Zeiss Pascal confocal microscope with a Plan Apochromat 20 × 0.8 NA objective. GFP fluorescence was excited at 488 nm and emission was collected through a 505--530 nm bandpass filter. For calcium imaging of the leg with ΔGr43a-GAL4 x UAS-GCaMP3 and ΔGr43a-GAL4; UAS-GCaMP6med flies, images were acquired on an Ultraview Vox (PerkinElmer) with a Plan Apochromat 20 × 0.8 NA objective at approximately one stack per 10 s; GFP fluorescence was excited at 488 nm and collected through a 525--550 nm bandpass filter. Analysis was performed in ImageJ (NIH) using in-house plugins: z-stack images were sum-projected and camera background was subtracted by selecting a region of interest away from the tissue. Where needed, the StackReg registration plugin was used to minimize movement artifacts ([@bib64]). Measurements were always taken by encircling cell bodies. In tissues with more than one neuron visible, the response of each neuron was analyzed separately and then averaged to generate an average response for that single tissue; this average constituted a single *n* and was used with others to generate average response curves and peak ΔF/F~o~. Peak ΔF/F~o~ measurements were made by taking the first peak value, and dividing by the average of five timepoints immediately preceding the rise. To generate normalized fluorescence curves, individual tissue averages were aligned by the first timepoint of the rise. Curves for leg and proboscis were linearly resampled at 3 s; brain at 5 s. Curves were then min/max normalized, and average trajectories were calculated. Error bars were calculated as standard error in the mean. Average curves were plotted in GraphPad Prism 5.

CAFÉ assay {#s4-14}
----------

One-day-old Canton S adult flies (males and females) were transferred to fresh standard food medium for 1 day and then starved (with free access to water) for 18--22 hr. These flies were then transferred by groups of 20 into plastic boxes ([@bib59]). Each box had a row of five capillary tubes (5 µl minicaps, Hirschmann LaborGeräte, Germany), filled with a dilution of sugar mixed with a red dye (erythrosine 0.374 mg/ml; Sigma France). The concentrations of sugar (L- and D-arabinose, Sigma, France) were: 1 M, 100 mM, 10 mM, 1 mM and 0 mM. Each box was monitored with a webcam (HD Pro C920 or QuickCam Pro 9000, Logitech). The boxes and cameras were housed in a climatic chamber maintaining a temperature of 25°C and 80% H.R. (DR-36 VL, CLF Plant Climatics GmbH, Germany). For each box, images were acquired at a rate of one image/ min for 2 hr using the software VisionGS, Germany. The stack of images was then transferred to ImageJ ([@bib1]) and the liquid level of each capillary was analyzed using a Java plugin, and subsequently transferred to Excel. Results are expressed as the mean of the change of the liquid level in each capillary (D-arabinose: n = 12; L-arabinose: n = 10 boxes). Error bars are computed as the standard error to the mean (s.e.m.).

Electrophysiological recordings {#s4-15}
-------------------------------

Tip-recording was performed as previously described ([@bib24]). Briefly, adult flies (3- to 4-day old) were anesthetized on ice and immobilized on a putty platform (UHU stick), using thin stripes of tape. They were then disposed under a stereomicroscope (MZ12, Leica) and specific sensilla from the proboscis or from the legs were stimulated and recorded, using a TasteProbe amplifier (DT-02, Syntech, Germany; [@bib42]) connected to a general purpose amplifier (CyberAmp 320, Data Translation, USA) which further amplified (x100) and filtered the signal (10 Hz-2800 Hz). The stimulus electrode contained tricholine citrate (TCC 30 mM), in order to allow an electric contact to be established with the sensillum and to inhibit firing activity arising from water-sensitive cells ([@bib69]). A reference electrode was connected to the abdomen of the fly, using a drop of electrocardiogram gel. Each stimulation lasted 2 s and was digitized at 10 kHz, 16 bits during 2 s (DT9818, Data Translation, USA). The data acquisition, spike detection and sorting was performed under a program, dbWave. The results were subsequently transferred to Excel, and expressed as the mean (n = 8--15 measures). Error bars were computed as the s.e.m.
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\[Editors' note: a previous version of this study was rejected after peer review, but the authors submitted for reconsideration. The first decision letter after peer review is shown below.\]

Thank you for submitting your article \"Immediate perception of a reward is distinct from the reward\'s salience\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, one of whom, Mani Ramaswami, is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission. However, we note that the required changes are extensive and may take longer than the two months we normally allow for return of a revised submission. Therefore, we ask that you respond to this request with a letter detailing the experiments you are prepared to complete and an estimate of the time you expect this will take. We will send a recommendation when your responses are evaluated by the Board.

Summary

McGinnis et al. investigate an interesting question in this study, of why two structurally related sugars D-arabinose and L-arabinose engender different outcomes in an appetitive learning paradigm. They explore differences in hedonic value (sweetness) and find that L-arabinose, which is less preferred in residence or feeding assays, can form long-term associative memory, whereas D-arabinose cannot. Therefore, the study makes the unexpected observation that the strength of the immediate gustatory response of a fly to a sweet compound does not necessarily predict its strength as a reinforcer for associative memory. Thus, 1M D-Arabinose which is perceived as much sweeter than 1M L-Arabinose by the fly in a simple behavioural test, is remarkably much weaker than the L-isomer as an unconditional reinforcing stimulus in an appetitive conditioning procedure that induces LTM.

This is striking and suggests different levels at which the quality of a tastant is encoded in the brain. One level is its immediate attractiveness. And a second independent level its reward value as used in the encoding of associative memory. Because neither sugar has any nutritional value, this analysis differs from related recent work of Tallez et al. Nature Neuroscience 2016 (which really should be cited) and Heutteroth et al. Curr. Biology 2015 (which is cited here), both of which have characterized different central mechanisms of encoding sweetness and nutrient value of sugars in mouse and *Drosophila* respectively. In contrast McGinnis et al. suggest that \"sweetness\" and long-term \"reinforcement value,\" of sugars are evaluated distinctly of each other as well as of nutritive value.

The authors then perform a range of experiments on the basis of which they argue that the two qualities are discriminated to some degree at the level of sweet sensory neurons. This would be a novel conclusion, particularly given the conclusions of Masek and Scott 2010, who postulate that sweet sensory neurons can only encode relative sweetness (or sugar concentrations) and not qualitative differences between sugar compounds. The authors use a panel of Gr-GAL4 drivers to identify neurons that function in L-arabinose memory, use calcium imaging to characterize D-ara and L-ara responses in a pair of Gr43a tarsal neurons, and use optogenetics to show that pulsed activation, but not continuous activation, of these neurons can form long-term memory (LTM) in the absence of sugar reward in hungry flies. Their genetic and behavioural data suggest that the Gr61a receptor expressing neurons contribute to sweetness discrimination and that a combinatorial effect of Gr61 and Gr43a expressing neurons is involved in determining reinforcement strength. Although these initial findings are very interesting and the study encompasses a large number of experiments, in its present form they fail to deliver conclusive results that support the model that variation in D-ara and L-ara evoked activity in Gr43a neurons is the mechanism underlying the differential effects of these sugars in generating LTM.

Major issues and comments that must be addressed:

Of several comments and observations made below, points 1-6a must be addressed experimentally. The revised manuscript must include experiments should at least strongly and conclusively show that this discrimination occurs at the level of sensory neurons through a mechanism that is different from the perceived level of sweetness. Measurements of D- and L-ara responses across a variety of concentrations, with PER assays and perhaps electrophysiology tip recordings will be necessary. The discussion in this context should include Masek and Scott, (PNAS) 2010, whose hypotheses and findings we feel should be cited prominently and tested experimentally. The authors should take up this challenge before submitting a revised paper.

Regarding points 6b-8, we appreciate that it will be even more challenging to identify the exact mechanism by which sweetness and reinforcement strength are encoded and differentiated. In our view, given the difficulty with showing that the ChR stimulus regimens satisfactorily approximate respective and relevant sugar stimulation, it may be best to simply drop this section from the manuscript.

If the paper is revised as we suggest, then various statements in the Introduction and Discussion will also need to be revised.

1\) [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} makes the amazing observation that while flies prefer to eat D-arabinose, they form associations better with L-arabinose. There are potential simple physiological explanations for this that should be addressed.

a\) That D-arabinose being eaten in larger quantities makes flies feel ill and therefore has the effect of being a part negative reinforcer for LTM.

b\) That the expectation of nutritive value is higher for D-arabinose and a \"dopamine prediction error\" type mechanism comes into play, which results in D-arabinose having a long-term negative valence even though it is highly positive initially.

Both of the above possibilities could be partly addressed if the LTM experiments are performed at concentrations at which the two sugars are equally attractive (consumed at similar levels, or showed similar levels of PER). From [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, this would likely correspond to a 1M conc of L-arabinose and maybe 200-250mM conc of D-arabinose. A possibly instructive finding would be that as concentrations of D-arabinose are reduced, its ability to act as an LTM reinforcer would increase. Tests at varied concentrations of D-arabinose that bracket this concentration would be useful.

2\) The effect of different receptor mutants on LTM to D-arabinose should also be tested. A prediction is that reduced immediate attraction to D-arabinose may increase D-arabinose LTM, but reduce L-arabinose LTM (the latter is shown).

3\) Although the authors conclude that a subset of taste neurons is critical for associative memory with a specific sugar, a specific subset of neurons has not been definitively identified. The statement that \"it appears that the distal tarsi Gr43a-Gr61a- expressing neurons that also express Gr5a are critical for L-arabinose memory\" is weak. Given that GAL4 and LexA drivers are available for both Gr5a and Gr43a, it is possible to manipulate only the overlapping neurons of interest to determine if they are indeed critical for L-arabinose memory. This is particularly important because of variability in GAL4 driver expression, and results that conflict with expectations from previous mapping analyses: for example, previous reports map Gr43a-GAL4 neurons as a subset of Gr61a-GAL4 neurons. Yet, pulsed activation with Gr43a-GAL4 is sufficient for long-term memory but that of Gr61a-GAL4 is not. It would be useful to explain this discrepancy. One of those studies also maps Gr5a-GAL4 and Gr43a-GAL4 to mutually exclusive subsets of tarsal neurons.

4\) The observation that hedonic value of a sugar can be unlinked from its potential to generate associative memory is very interesting. However, inferring detection (sweetness) solely from feeding choice experiments can be problematic -- for instance, feedback during and post-ingestion is still possible, even in 5-minute assays because of differences in pharyngeal input (as reported here) and Gr expression in the gut (as reported previously). Proboscis extension assays would serve as a more immediate read-out of degree of instant \"liking\" and should be performed by stimulating either labellar or tarsal hairs.

5\) In the same vein, binary choice assays are not the optimal tool to examine discrimination because loss of sensitivity for both sugars could confound the results (supported by the greater number of flies that do not participate). It would be more useful to determine threshold concentrations for D-ara and L-ara behavioral responses against water. This has been done to some extent for L-arabinose in [Figure 2---figure supplement 1B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, but the analysis with a single concentration may not uncover functional redundancies in L-ara detection between the different Gr-GAL4 neurons that are being tested. This is supported by the observation that Gr43a neurons respond to L-ara ([Figure 3B and 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) but are not required for behavioral response to L-ara ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). To really make the following statements: \"Taken together these results suggest that preference for D-arabinose relies on Gr43a and Gr61a-expressing neurons, while L-arabinose memory relies on Gr43a-, Gr61a-, and Gr5a expressing neurons. However, D-arabinose preference can be maintained in the absence of any single receptor ([Figures 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas L-arabinose memory specifically requires Gr43a and Gr61a receptors ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}),\" it is necessary to test various concentrations of D-ara versus water to conclude that D-ara preference is maintained in the absence of any receptor. We suspect that this will change with the mutants tested as they will impact how \"sweet\" D-ara is, and thus, how much flies ingest of it. It is not quite enough to test D-ara preference relative to L-ara. That could simply reflect relative sweetness.

6a) The observation that two structurally related sugars can evoke different temporal patterns of GCaMP activation in the same neuron is novel, but needs to be explored further. With the GCaMP analysis provided, the differences in activation patterns evoked by D-ara and L-ara in Gr43a neurons are not entirely convincing and have not been investigated to the extent that is necessary. In particular, the authors should examine these patterns across concentrations, and quantify the temporal differences in activation patterns rather than presenting only peak values (which are not different). Ideally, tip-recordings would provide higher resolution and more convincing data to determine if L-ara and D-ara are eliciting distinct neural patterns that could allow flies to discriminate between the 2 molecules. In this scenario, dose responses of the two sugars should be tested with tip recordings of proboscis taste sensilla (or leg taste sensilla).

6b) Additionally, it would be useful to know how the response patterns of D-ara and L-ara compare with those of sucrose and fructose, which are canonical activators of these neurons. Also, what is the role of Gr43a in the temporal kinetics of the response (as opposed to the strength of the response)?

7\) The conclusion that different patterns of activation within the same neurons, rather than activation of different sets of neurons, may be important for different behavioral outcomes is based on pulsed activation using optogenetics. A major gap that remains is the question of what pulsed activation mean in terms of calcium activity, and how that connects with possible differences in activation patterns evoked by D-ara and L-ara. Also, pulsed activation of both Gr5a-GAL4 and Gr43a-GAL4 can form LTM, but previous evidence suggests that they are not expressed in the same subsets of neurons.

8\) In the same section, \"To test the possibility that long-term memory requires activation of sensory neurons in a more temporally refined manner, we used the red-shifted channelrhodopsin variant ReaChR\" -- it is crucial to know whether pulsed stimulation gives rise to the same number of spikes than a (chopped) continuous pulse. From the study of Inagaki et al., it seems that despite the fact that ReaChR triggers more tonic responses, it is still quite phasic. A pulsed stimulus could be more efficient in terms of total number of action potentials generated. In other words, this experiment is not conclusive regarding the frequency of the stimulation, as it can be read also that patterned stimuli are more efficient simply because more spikes are generated. This assumption is wrong (same paragraph): \"For example, certain pulsated patterns of light (20 Hz, 15 msec pulse-width for 2.5 ms, repeated every 20 seconds) generated long-term associative memories, while the same amount of light delivered in a uniform, tonic pattern was markedly less effective (15 msec pulse-width repeated every 327 msec continuously) ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).\" -- it could be less effective because less spikes are generated. The \"amount of light\" is not a trustworthy indication of how much spiking is generated in the neurons.

\[Editors' note: what now follows is the decision letter after the authors submitted for further consideration.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Immediate perception of a reward is distinct from the reward\'s long-term salience\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Mani Ramaswami, Reviewing editor, and one other reviewer.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

Reviewer \#1:

The author\'s extensive revisions add considerably to the validity and interest of the conclusions made in this manuscript. This new submission far more convincingly demonstrates the key point of their manuscript, that the immediate perception of a reward is distinct from the reward\'s long-term salience. Most important, by testing a range of concentrations of L and D arabinose, the new data show that the relatively high reinforcement value for L-Arabinose compared to D-Arabinose for LTM (but not STM) cannot be explained simply based on the relative amounts consumed and differences in associated toxicity. As noted previously, this unexpected behavioural observation is striking and should be of interest both from a fly learning and memory perspective and to psychologists interested in learning theory.

Less clear is the mechanism by which LTM reinforcement value is encoded. The authors use behavioural and physiological (including tip recording) to identify subsets of tarsal sensory neurons that contribute to L-Arabinose response as well as f5v sensory neurons that show differential responses to D vs L arabinose and required for memory formation. This is interesting. However, since the neurons respond more strongly to D arabinose, than L, it still leaves open the question of which sensory neuron type communicates information on L-Ara quality and concentrations that determine its reinforcement value for LTM. Particularly given their already herculean efforts to identify the key L-Arabinose-responsive cells, a resolution of this issue seems outside the scope of this particular paper.

Essential revision

The authors should clearly acknowledge that the mechanism by which sensory neurons communicates information on L-Ara quality and concentration as relevant to LTM remains unanswered. This important ambiguity should be clearly stated in all relevant parts of the text and acknowledged by addition of a single line in the revised Abstract.

Recommended revisions (not essential, but to be considered seriously).

1\) The following is a suggestion for a presentation that may be easier for the non-expert reader.

The current organisation of the almost overwhelming amount of data make it very difficult to read the manuscript and the reader is often disoriented by having to go back and forth between different figures. The reviewers suggest a reorganization of the figures in the following order.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: Immediate preference for a sugar is not predicative of long-term memory formation -- different sugars from fruits. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Immediate preference for a sugar is not predicative of long-term memory formation -- L- vs D-arabinose. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: The roles of Gr5a, Gr43a and Gr61a expressing neurons in immediate preference and memory formation. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: Peripheral Gr43a expressing neurons in the foreleg are critical for memory formation. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}: Evoked-calcium activity and spike response of the f5v neuron in response to L- and D-arabinose. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}: Activation of the Gr43a neurons mimics sugar stimulation in memory formation.

2\) The interpretation of some of observations from the receptor mutants is difficult, because a few of are imprecise mutations. It may be best to only retain Gr43a and Gr61a mutant data, which make the authors\' points. The essential data crucial for the paper is about which neurons mediate memory formation. For this reason, the GAL4-mediating silencing experiments are important and the Gr43a and Gr61a mutations augment the argument. The rest are potentially distracting. This point applies to the current [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and all supplemental information.

3\) For most of the figures, ANOVA followed by the Tukey\'s test was used. Typically, statistical significance was denoted by using different letters such as a, b, and c.

4\) Figure 1---figure supplement 2. For panel C, few people have the working memory to figure out the preference order of the different sugars. Using a matrix plot of three columns (D-arabinose, L-arabinose, and L-sorbose) and three rows (L-fucose, D-arabinose, and L-arabinose) for the preference comparison would provide a better illustration. Furthermore, the established order should be maintained in the panels D and F. A direct plot of memory index against immediate preference would be even better.

5\) Figure 1---figure supplement 3. The panel order is not matched with that in the legend.

6\) [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}. The inconsistence with the published paper (Fujii et al., 2015) needs to be mentioned. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} in that paper indicates that the f5v neuron expresses the Gr43a receptor but not Gr5a. However, here the authors found that the f5v neuro expresses both Grs.

7\) Introduction. Confusing references. \"A specific illustration of this phenomenon is seen with the two chemically similar sugars, D- and L-arabinose: flies greatly prefer D-arabinose to L, but form long-term memories of L-arabinose (a sugar released from pectin as fruit ripens) more consistently (Ahmed and Labavitch, 1980, Dick and Labavitch, 1989)\". The references cited discuss L-arabinose being a sugar in ripened fruits and have nothing to do memory formation.

8\) It would be helpful to have a graphical summary of the different Gr-GAL4 lines in the various neurons.

10.7554/eLife.22283.020

Author response

\[Editors' note: the author responses to the first round of peer review follow.\]

*\[...\] 1) [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} makes the amazing observation that while flies prefer to eat D-arabinose, they form associations better with L-arabinose. There are potential simple physiological explanations for this that should be addressed.*

*a) That D-arabinose being eaten in larger quantities makes flies feel ill and therefore has the effect of being a part negative reinforcer for LTM.*

*b) That the expectation of nutritive value is higher for D-arabinose and a \"dopamine prediction error\" type mechanism comes into play, which results in D-arabinose having a long-term negative valence even though it is highly positive initially.*

*Both of the above possibilities could be partly addressed if the LTM experiments are performed at concentrations at which the two sugars are equally attractive (consumed at similar levels, or showed similar levels of PER). From [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, this would likely correspond to a 1M conc of L-arabinose and maybe 200-250mM conc of D-arabinose. A possibly instructive finding would be that as concentrations of D-arabinose are reduced, its ability to act as an LTM reinforcer would increase. Tests at varied concentrations of D-arabinose that bracket this concentration would be useful.*

As suggested we have measured the D-arabinose memory at lower concentration bracketing the 250mM concentration. Lowering the sugar concentration did not lead to higher memory score. (Figure 1---Figure supplement 4G; last paragraph in "*Drosophila melanogaster* prefers D-arabinose\..." section.) Other work has also demonstrated that flies' consumption of D-arabinose is not greater than more memorable sugars, such as D-glucose (Fujita and Tanimura, 2011).

*2) The effect of different receptor mutants on LTM to D-arabinose should also be tested. A prediction is that reduced immediate attraction to D-arabinose may increase D-arabinose LTM, but reduce L-arabinose LTM (the latter is shown).*

We have tested D-arabinose memory in Gr receptor mutant and following silencing of Gr- receptor expressing neurons. ([Figure 2---Figure supplement 2C](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}; last paragraph of "Gustatory neurons and receptors involved\...".)

*3) Although the authors conclude that a subset of taste neurons is critical for associative memory with a specific sugar, a specific subset of neurons has not been definitively identified. The statement that \"it appears that the distal tarsi Gr43a-Gr61a- expressing neurons that also express Gr5a are critical for L-arabinose memory\" is weak. Given that GAL4 and LexA drivers are available for both Gr5a and Gr43a, it is possible to manipulate only the overlapping neurons of interest to determine if they are indeed critical for L-arabinose memory. This is particularly important because of variability in GAL4 driver expression, and results that conflict with expectations from previous mapping analyses: for example, previous reports map Gr43a-GAL4 neurons as a subset of Gr61a-GAL4 neurons. Yet, pulsed activation with Gr43a-GAL4 is sufficient for long-term memory but that of Gr61a-GAL4 is not. It would be useful to explain this discrepancy. One of those studies also maps Gr5a-GAL4 and Gr43a-GAL4 to mutually exclusive subsets of tarsal neurons.*

For concerns about coexpression of Gr5a and Gr43a, Miyamoto et al. 2012 show that Gr43aGAL4 and Gr5aLexA are coexpressed in one tarsal neuron (and a few neurons in the labellum). Nevertheless, the reviewer is correct that these receptors label two largely distinct sets of neurons, and it is possible that either of these sets are sufficient, when activated, to generate appetitive memory. To address this issue we tried to use LexA/GAL4 flies to turn off GAL4 expression in the dual positive neurons (LexAop-GAL80). Since silencing of all Gr43a positive neurons impairs memory, we intended to test whether just de-silencing of the Gr43a-Gr5a neurons would be sufficient to form L-ara memory; all remaining Gr43a-expressing neurons would remain silenced. Unfortunately, with the stocks we have, flies bearing Gr43aGAL4::UAS-Kir; Gr5aLexA::LexAop-GAL80 transgenes were not very healthy and unsuitable for long-term memory assay. The LexA-GAL80 system would in any case not allow us to determine whether activation of just these dual positive neurons are sufficient for long-term memory.

Keeping this in mind we have generated a split-GAL4 fly expressing one half of GAL4 (VP16- activation domain) from the endogenous Gr43a locus and the other half (DNA-binding domain) from the Gr5a locus. When these flies were crossed to UAS-CD8EGFP flies a single neuron in the distal tarsi was labeled, consistent with the possibility that there is a single Gr43a-Gr5a positive neuron ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). However, in \~50% of the flies we observed additional neurons in the leg, and all flies had many labellar proboscis neurons labelled. The labelling of other neurons in addition to the distal tarsal neurons render these flies unsuitable for the memory assay, since a group of flies are trained in the appetitive-associative memory and variation among individual animals makes the population result difficult to interpret. ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and please see appendix [figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"})

*4) The observation that hedonic value of a sugar can be unlinked from its potential to generate associative memory is very interesting. However, inferring detection (sweetness) solely from feeding choice experiments can be problematic -- for instance, feedback during and post-ingestion is still possible, even in 5-minute assays because of differences in pharyngeal input (as reported here) and Gr expression in the gut (as reported previously). Proboscis extension assays would serve as a more immediate read-out of degree of instant \"liking\" and should be performed by stimulating either labellar or tarsal hairs.*

As the reviewer has suggested we have performed proboscis extension assays for D-ara and L- ara at various sugar concentrations, and they are very similar. (Figure 1---figure supplement 4D)

*5) In the same vein, binary choice assays are not the optimal tool to examine discrimination because loss of sensitivity for both sugars could confound the results (supported by the greater number of flies that do not participate). It would be more useful to determine threshold concentrations for D-ara and L-ara behavioral responses against water. This has been done to some extent for L-arabinose in [Figure 2---figure supplement 1B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, but the analysis with a single concentration may not uncover functional redundancies in L-ara detection between the different Gr-GAL4 neurons that are being tested. This is supported by the observation that Gr43a neurons respond to L-ara ([Figure 3B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) but are not required for behavioral response to L-ara ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). To really make the following statements: \"Taken together these results suggest that preference for D-arabinose relies on Gr43a and Gr61a-expressing neurons, while L-arabinose memory relies on Gr43a-, Gr61a-, and Gr5a expressing neurons. However, D-arabinose preference can be maintained in the absence of any single receptor ([Figures 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas L-arabinose memory specifically requires Gr43a and Gr61a receptors ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}),\" it is necessary to test various concentrations of D-ara versus water to conclude that D-ara preference is maintained in the absence of any receptor. We suspect that this will change with the mutants tested as they will impact how \"sweet\" D-ara is, and thus, how much flies ingest of it. It is not quite enough to test D-ara preference relative to L-ara. That could simply reflect relative sweetness.*

The primary reason we have used such a high concentration of D- and L-ara is because this is the standard concentration of sugar used in appetitive-associative memory training (by us and others); this also allowed us to compare our results with published studies. Nonetheless we agree concentration is a key factor and as suggested we have examined the ability of starved flies to detect D-arabinose and L-arabinose over water at various concentration of sugars. We found at 50mM, L-arabinose detection drops significantly but the flies still detect D-arabinose. However when the concentration drops to 10mM D-arabinose detection is also reduced. Unlike L-and D- arabinose the flies can detect 10mM sucrose at a similar level to that of 1M. Interestingly, however, at 10mM concentrations of L-ara, D-ara, or sucrose, irrespective of whether the flies have problem detecting it (as in the case or D-arabinose or L-arabinose) or no problem (as in the case of sucrose) flies don't form any long-term memory. Therefore there appears to be no obvious relationship between how well a sugar is detected and formation of long-term memory. It is possible that a certain amount of sugar is needed to generate the appropriate signal; however we have no experimental evidence to support such a possibility.

*6a) The observation that two structurally related sugars can evoke different temporal patterns of GCaMP activation in the same neuron is novel, but needs to be explored further. With the GCaMP analysis provided, the differences in activation patterns evoked by D-ara and L-ara in Gr43a neurons are not entirely convincing and have not been investigated to the extent that is necessary. In particular, the authors should examine these patterns across concentrations, and quantify the temporal differences in activation patterns rather than presenting only peak values (which are not different). Ideally, tip-recordings would provide higher resolution and more convincing data to determine if L-ara and D-ara are eliciting distinct neural patterns that could allow flies to discriminate between the 2 molecules. In this scenario, dose responses of the two sugars should be tested with tip recordings of proboscis taste sensilla (or leg taste sensilla).*

To more finely determine whether individual sensory neurons' activation differs in response to D- and L-arabinose, we have collaborated with Frederic Marion-Poll and his group at AgroParisTech. Their recordings unequivocally demonstrate that f5V tarsi neurons (which express Gr43a) respond differentially to L- and D-arabinose. ([Figure 3B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"})

*6b) Additionally, it would be useful to know how the response patterns of D-ara and L-ara compare with those of sucrose and fructose, which are canonical activators of these neurons. Also, what is the role of Gr43a in the temporal kinetics of the response (as opposed to the strength of the response)?*

We have looked at the response of Gr43a neurons with fructose and glucose ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2C](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). But because we have removed the emphasis on temporal kinetics of the calcium imaging responses, we feel that the role of Gr43a in that temporal response is no longer pertinent.

*7) The conclusion that different patterns of activation within the same neurons, rather than activation of different sets of neurons, may be important for different behavioral outcomes is based on pulsed activation using optogenetics. A major gap that remains is the question of what pulsed activation mean in terms of calcium activity, and how that connects with possible differences in activation patterns evoked by D-ara and L-ara. Also, pulsed activation of both Gr5a-GAL4 and Gr43a-GAL4 can form LTM, but previous evidence suggests that they are not expressed in the same subsets of neurons.*

We agree with the reviewers and based on their suggestion we have removed most of the opotogenetic experiments and we don't claim that pattern of activation is important. We have now included only the data that stimulation with light but not heat can substitute the sugar stimulus. In fact the electrophysiological recording suggest that D-ara indeed produces more spikes/s than L-ara, and therefore that more activation does not correlate with more memory.

However, as the reviewers have suggested, since we don't know the neuronal activity following different amounts of light, we don't claim that opotogenetic experiments reflect L- and D- stimulation.

We have also kept the Gr43a and Gr5a activation data since our split-Gal4 labeling and other studies suggest there are some Gr43a neurons that also expresses Gr5a. However, if the reviewers think still there is not enough evidence for the coexpression of these receptors we would be willing to remove the data.

*8) In the same section, \"To test the possibility that long-term memory requires activation of sensory neurons in a more temporally refined manner, we used the red-shifted channelrhodopsin variant ReaChR\" -- it is crucial to know whether pulsed stimulation gives rise to the same number of spikes than a (chopped) continuous pulse. From the study of Inagaki et al., it seems that despite the fact that ReaChR triggers more tonic responses, it is still quite phasic. A pulsed stimulus could be more efficient in terms of total number of action potentials generated. In other words, this experiment is not conclusive regarding the frequency of the stimulation, as it can be read also that patterned stimuli are more efficient simply because more spikes are generated. This assumption is wrong (same paragraph): \"For example, certain pulsated patterns of light (20 Hz, 15 msec pulse-width for 2.5 ms, repeated every 20 seconds) generated long-term associative memories, while the same amount of light delivered in a uniform, tonic pattern was markedly less effective (15 msec pulse-width repeated every 327 msec continuously) ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).\" -- it could be less effective because less spikes are generated. The \"amount of light\" is not a trustworthy indication of how much spiking is generated in the neurons.*

As we have indicated above, based on reviewers comments we have reduced the amount of optogenetic data, and look forward in the future to examining more closely the relationship between optogenetic activation and electrophysiological responses.

\[Editors\' note: the author responses to the re-review follow.\]

*Essential revision*

*The authors should clearly acknowledge that the mechanism by which sensory neurons communicates information on L-Ara quality and concentration as relevant to LTM remains unanswered. This important ambiguity should be clearly stated in all relevant parts of the text and acknowledged by addition of a single line in the revised Abstract.*

We agree with the reviewer's assessment and we have included the following statements in the Abstract, Introduction and Results.

Abstract- "However, how sensory neurons communicate information about L-arabinose quality and concentration---features relevant for long-term memory---remains unknown."

Introduction- "However, the exact mechanism by which these sensory neurons communicate the relevant features of L-arabinose to higher-order systems remains unclear at this stage."

Results: "However, further work is necessary to determine exactly which subsets of neurons contribute to L-arabinose memory, and whether these neurons needs to be activated in a specific pattern to elicit long-term memory."

*Recommended revisions (not essential, but to be considered seriously).*

*1) The following is a suggestion for a presentation that may be easier for the non-expert reader.*

*The current organisation of the almost overwhelming amount of data make it very difficult to read the manuscript and the reader is often disoriented by having to go back and forth between different figures. The reviewers suggest a reorganization of the figures in the following order.*

*[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: Immediate preference for a sugar is not predicative of long-term memory formation -- different sugars from fruits. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Immediate preference for a sugar is not predicative of long-term memory formation -- L- vs D-arabinose. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: The roles of Gr5a, Gr43a and Gr61a expressing neurons in immediate preference and memory formation. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: Peripheral Gr43a expressing neurons in the foreleg are critical for memory formation. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}: Evoked-calcium activity and spike response of the f5v neuron in response to L- and D-arabinose. [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}: Activation of the Gr43a neurons mimics sugar stimulation in memory formation.*

We are grateful for this suggestion and we have organized the figures and the text as suggested.

*2) The interpretation of some of observations from the receptor mutants is difficult, because a few of are imprecise mutations. It may be best to only retain Gr43a and Gr61a mutant data, which make the authors\' points. The essential data crucial for the paper is about which neurons mediate memory formation. For this reason, the GAL4-mediating silencing experiments are important and the Gr43a and Gr61a mutations augment the argument. The rest are potentially distracting. This point applies to the current [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and all supplemental information.*

Based on reviewers suggestions we have simplified the Gr mutant data and only included the Gr43a and Gr61a data in the main figure as well as figure supplement.

*3) For most of the figures, ANOVA followed by the Tukey\'s test was used. Typically, statistical significance was denoted by using different letters such as a, b, and c.*

We have reorganized the figures and indicated statistical significance using letters as suggested by the reviewer.

*4) Figure 1---figure supplement 2. For panel C, few people have the working memory to figure out the preference order of the different sugars. Using a matrix plot of three columns (D-arabinose, L-arabinose, and L-sorbose) and three rows (L-fucose, D-arabinose, and L-arabinose) for the preference comparison would provide a better illustration. Furthermore, the established order should be maintained in the panels D and F. A direct plot of memory index against immediate preference would be even better.*

We have organized the preference and memory plots in a manner that is easier to follow. We have also presented the data using a matrix plot in the figure supplement for easy and quick comparisons of the mean values of the preference, short-term and long-term memory.

*5) Figure 1---figure supplement 3. The panel order is not matched with that in the legend.*

We have corrected this in the revised version.

*6) [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}. The inconsistence with the published paper (Fujii et al., 2015) needs to be mentioned. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} in that paper indicates that the f5v neuron expresses the Gr43a receptor but not Gr5a. However, here the authors found that the f5v neuro expresses both Grs.*

We have included the following statement in the results "Previous studies suggest that in the f5 neurons in the distal tarsi, Gr43a is coexpressed with Gr61a ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1B](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) (Freeman and Dahanukar, 2015) There were uncertainities about the coexpression of Gr43a and Gr5a in distal tarsi. However, split-GAL4 reconstitituion assay suggest that Gr5a and Gr43a are likely to be coexpressed in the f5 neurons in the distal tarsi, in agreement with previous work (Miyamoto et al., 2012)."

*7) Introduction. Confusing references. \"A specific illustration of this phenomenon is seen with the two chemically similar sugars, D- and L-arabinose: flies greatly prefer D-arabinose to L, but form long-term memories of L-arabinose (a sugar released from pectin as fruit ripens) more consistently (Ahmed and Labavitch, 1980, Dick and Labavitch, 1989)\". The references cited discuss L-arabinose being a sugar in ripened fruits and have nothing to do memory formation.*

The reviewer's point is well taken. We have removed the reference.

*8) It would be helpful to have a graphical summary of the different Gr-GAL4 lines in the various neurons.*

Based on the reviewer's suggestion we have clarified our observations and explained some ambiguity in clearly identifying the sensilia type. However, to provide a graphical summary of Gr-expression pattern we have to use some of the published data and in the literature there are some uncertainties about the receptor localizations. Since we have not exhaustively analyzed which of these published studies are correct using independent methods and it is not the central issue of our study, we feel we may unintentionally step into a debate that we are not helping to resolve. Therefore, if the reviewers agree, we would rather not summarize works of others in a manner that may be misrepresentation of their work. We hope the field would draw conclusion from our experimental observations.
